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Exploring Sentiment of Named Entities in News Articles 
Analysis
Stanford Named Entity Recognizer
People            Locations            Organizations
Sentiment Analysis
Custom Entity Resolution Algorithm


























Refine Entity Resolution 
algorithm to improve 
fidelity 
F2
Improve NER to account 
for Precision and Recall 
discrepancy between US 
and international news 
outlets




Parse and standardize 
local news reports from 
local news outlets, 
skewing perceived 
sentiment on locations, 
e.g., why New York Times 
reports so positively on 
New York City
F4
Refine association of 
sentiment and entities 
from the article level 
to the sentence level
F5




Identify bias in news 
organizations: what 
stories are being over-/
under-reported?
F7
Develop a more robust 
and responsive data 
pipeline for more 
responsive web use
TEXT TYPE
Micro-Average F Score 69% 69%








E.g., U.N. == United Nations
